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The Interview - Asking Questions

Data Collection Methods



Asking questions

¨ Gathering data expressed by people about 
themselves, their views, or about phenomena



Interview

¨ Collecting data on in-depth and individual topics 
like perspectives, experiences, and beliefs through 
purposeful conversation conducted in a structured 
format

¨ A conversation with a purpose to gather information





Types of interviews

¨ Unstructured
¤ Most closely resembles a normal conversation.  Meant to 

maintain natural communication and conversation may 
wander even though the interviewer has a set of data goals 
planned.

¨ Free stories
¤ Requesting information on a specific topic and allowing the 

subject to talk in lengths about various aspects of that topic
¨ Structured

¤ Highly controlled conversation through a set of specific 
questions or visual aids (maps, pictures, models, etc)





Survey / Questionnaire 

¨ A set of questions designed to gather information 
from subjects with a set of choices of responses, 
either in verbal or written form
¤ Ability to reach a large sample through written 

questionnaires
¤ Responses are limiting and developing ‘good’ questions 

can be difficult





Focus Group

¨ Collecting data on cultural norms of a group and 
understanding broad overviews of issues found 
within a cultural group



Developing questions



Question design

¨ Comprehensive & relevant, yet efficient
¤ Want to include every possible question related to your 

research topic, but can be counter-productive if not 
efficient

¨ Brevity & ability to sustain interest
¤ In a normal circumstance, people will probably only 

give you a couple of minutes to answer questions 

¨ Sensitivity
¤ Personal questions can be seen as intrusions on privacy



Question design |clarity

Initial idea Translated into a 
question

Question is posed 
to respondent

Respondent 
formulates & 
communicates 

answer

Answer is 
recorded

Response is 
incorporated into 

the analysis



Questions design

¨ “Do you have a car?”
¨ Respondent thought process:

¤ My husband has a van for work, with irregular hours and it 
is usually full of work materials

¤ He rarely lets me drive the van for these reasons
¤ Is there a difference between a van and a car?
¤ Is this person going to think less of me if I don’t own a car?

¨ Answers “yes” and afterwards heads to the bus stop
¨ “Do you have independent use of private transport for 

shopping trips?”



Question design

¨ Close-ended question
¤ Ask for an answer from a defined range

n ‘How old are you?’ | ‘Do you agree or disagree?’

¤ Include an escape route – ‘other’ 
¤ Provides the interviewer more structure
¤ Easier to analyze



Question design

¨ Open-ended
¤ Opportunity to provide responses that the interviewer 

could not anticipate
¤ Answers could be long & rambling
¤ Recording the info accurately could be a problem
¤ Coding & analyzing responses can be difficult



Question design

¨ Factual
¤ Information about the individual that could (in theory) 

be obtained by observation (behavior)

¨ Non-factual
¤ Explore respondent’s attitudes, opinions & beliefs



Question design|tips

¨ Questions should be as short as possible and only 
address one idea

¨ Avoid questions where the answer is ambiguous
¨ Use clear language (no jargon or acronyms) 

appropriate for your target audience
¨ Do not use leading questions
¨ Avoid double-negatives
¨ Use, ‘other’, ‘don’t know’, or ‘not applicable’ where 

appropriate



Interviews |getting started

¨ Test your questions on a relatively small sample in 
order to make sure there are no unforeseen 
difficulties or issues



Interviews

¨ Take some time to gain rapport
¨ Ask the easiest questions first 
¨ Repeat their response to clarify what has been said
¨ Make interviewee feel comfortable

¤ Make eye contact
¤ Listen 
¤ Speak directly to them
¤ Ask one question at a time
¤ Silence is good!
¤ Do not interrupt

¨ Ask probing questions if response is ambiguous
¤ What do you mean by ‘nice’?


